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1. 4G / LTE, IP, analog wireless transmitters
2. CCTV battery suitcases for Special Services
3. Rapid deployment towers with 4G/LTE and batteries
4. Rapid deployment cameras for construction sites
5. Rapid deployment systems for city video monitoring
6. Solar power systems for CCTV cameras

Polish manufacturer of innovative solutions for CCTV
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iCAM-Solar365



iCAM-Tower rapid deployment video surveillance towers
Intended for construction companies, solar farms and city guards.
Complete video monitoring point can be deployed and activated in 20
minutes. You don't need power or wiring. You will implement wireless
monitoring within a radius of 200m from the tower. iCAM-Tower is
equipped with everything you need to operate: batteries, solar panels,
30 days video recording, live transmission, alarm ...
[Price list no. 3 Observation towers - TOWER]

We are constantly expanding our
offer to present the most functional

CCTV solutions.
They are all inspired by the needs of

customers.
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CAMSAT 2021 price list

4G/LTE transmitter for IP cameras 
with two PoE ports
GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE ensures wireless and direct live connection of
multiple IP cameras with NVR recorder via 4G / LTE internet
network. [Price list no. 1. Transmitters for CCTV cameras]

Construction and no helmet!!!
ALARM + PHOTO + RECORD + SMS
iConstrutionCAM BHP/OHS – rapid deployment camera for remote
surveillance of construction sites with automatic detection of the
lack of a protective helmet. [Price list no. 4 Construction cameras]

Battery suitcase with 4G / LTE micro camera and four PoE
ports. Professional video surveillance in a compact version
CaseCAM-PRO designed for Municipal Guards and Forest Guards.
Hidden or buried in the ground, it is effective in combating illegal
landfills and crime.
[Price list no. 2. LTE CaseCAM-PRO suitcases]

All-year-round solar power for CCTV
iCAM-Solar365 is designed for fixed and mobile CCTV video-
monitoring points without access to power.
[Price list no. 6. Solar power for CCTV]

ALWAYS
PROFESSIONAL  
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6.01 7731

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M15W68J 

light

Complete solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete set for mounting to the side of a pole or to a wall.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 40/15W

* Solar panel power: 400W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* Very light, built-in 68Ah / 14.7V lithium battery mounted high on a pole

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 15W, summer up to 40W with 3-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar +" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 400Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 15W in winter and 40W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 400Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 15W / 40W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries. 

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: for linearity of output power 25 years, for panels 12 years, for batteries 12 months, the remaining 2 years.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth]. Dimensions 

of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

Weight: panel 18 kg, mounting structure: 13 kg, electronics with a battery: 14.5 kg

Panel surface: 1.8m2

Includes: set of panels x1, mobile mounting structure to the side of the pole or wall x1, electronics with battery for mounting 

to the side of the pole / wall x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful:  pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          2 993 € 

6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

YEAR-ROUND SOLAR POWER SUPPLY FOR CCTV

Selection of the power system

1. Determine the sum of the current draw (power) of all cameras and accessories.

2. Is the installation supposed to operate all year round or do you allow breaks in winter?

3. Choose the type of installation: mobile or permanent

4. The supply voltage of 12V is enough.

5. Send the above parameters to CAMSAT and we will help with the completion.

LIGHTWEIGHT RAPID DEPLOYMENT VERSION DEDICATED TO iCAM SYSTEMS

Light version with the lithium battery installed on the pole.

Complete, running sets – 12V electronics with battery and with mechanical mounting to the side of the pole / wall.

For cameras with 24-hour power consumption: 15W – all year round with autonomy for 3 days, 40W – in summer (March—September)
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6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

6.03 7733

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M15W100AZ

Complete solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete, rapid deployment set for mounting to the side of a pole 

or to a wall. Large battery designed to be buried underground.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 40/15W

* Solar panel power: 400W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* 100Ah battery to be buried in the ground

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 15W, summer up to 40W with 5-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar +" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 400Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 15W in winter and 40W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 400Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 15W / 40W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries.

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: 25 years for linearity of output power, 12 years for panels, 12 months for batteries, 2 years for the remaining 

ones.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth]. Dimensions 

of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

Weight: panel 18 kg, mounting structure: 13 kg, electronics: 8 kg, battery: 38 kg

Panel surface: 1,8m2

Includes: set of panels x1, mobile mounting structure to the side of the pole or wall x1, electronics for mounting to the side of 

the pole / wall x1, 100Ah battery in a casing adapted to be buried in the ground x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful: pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          2 297 € 

RAPID DEPLOYMENT VERSION

With a large 100Ah battery to be buried in the ground.

For cameras with 24-hour power consumption: 25W – all year round with autonomy for 3 days, 60W – in summer (March—September)

Complete, double solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete set for mounting to the side of a pole or to a wall.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 60/25W

* Solar panel power: 650W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* Very light, built-in 68Ah / 14.7V lithium battery mounted high on a pole

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 25W, summer up to 60W with 3-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar +" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 650Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 25W in winter and 60W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 650Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 25W / 60W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries. 

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: for linearity of output power 25 years, for panels 12 years, for batteries 12 months, the remaining 2 years.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth], x2 

constructions. Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth], x2 constructions

Weight: panels 18 kg x2, mounting structure 13 kg x2, electronics with a battery: 14.5 kg x1.

Panels surface: 1.8m2, x2

Includes: set of panels x2, mobile mounting structure to the side of the pole or wall x2, electronics with battery for mounting 

to the side of the pole / wall x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful: pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          3 650 € 6.02 7732

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M25W68J 

light

Complete sets - 12V electronics with mechanical mounting to the side of the pole / wall and a battery to be buried in the ground.

For cameras with 24-hour power consumption: 15W – all year round with autonomy for 5 days, 40W – in summer (March—September)
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6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

6.04 7734

iCAM-Solar365 

MOBILE M25W100AZ

Complete solar power plant for CCTV cameras - light, rapid 

deployment version for quick installation.

Complete, rapid deployment set for mounting to the side of a pole 

or to a wall. Large battery designed to be buried underground.

* Efficiency in summer / winter with a continuous load of 60/25W

* Solar panel power: 650W

* Mobility, very quick assembly by inserting into the mounting socket

* 100Ah battery to be buried in the ground

* 12V DC / 4A output voltage

* Pole or facade mounting

* Maximum power of cameras and accessories for 24 hours of operation: 

winter up to 25W, summer up to 60W with 5-day autonomy

* Compatible with mobile cameras from the iCAM series and any CCTV 

cameras

* Enables powering the iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II systems with the 

"Solar+" option

Due to pole mounting, the system can be used in unsupervised and 

unfenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 650Wh in unfavorable winter weather, assuming only 30% 

of sunlight with 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme conditions, it still provides 3 days of autonomy for 

camera loads up to 25W in winter and 60W in summer.

Technical parameters: 

Efficiency: over 650Wh. Maximum power of cameras and accessories working 24/7 in winter / summer: 25W / 60W. In the 

case of cameras with higher power, there is a risk of not providing energy for a full day in winter or the need to recharge the 

batteries. 

Voltage: 12V DC maximum 4A (option: PoE out, 24V DC, 230V AC)

Warranty: for linearity of output power 25 years, for panels 12 years, for batteries 12 months, the remaining 2 years.

Working temperature range of the entire system: -20 ÷ +55°C

Dimensions of mounted, working system (without pole): 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth], x2 

constructions. Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth] x2 constructions.

Weight: panels 18kg x2, mounting structure 13kg x2, electronics: 8kg, battery: 38kg

Panels surface: 1.8m2, x2

Includes: A set of panels x2, mobile mounting structure to the side of a pole or wall x2, electronics for mounting to the side of 

a pole / wall x1, 100Ah battery in a casing adapted to be buried in the ground x1, mounting accessories and cables.

ATTENTION: The power plant requires suspension on a sufficiently high and strong pole selected according to resistance to 

wind and weight.

It can also be useful: pole Pylon-6M, foundation Foot-6M.

D6          2 980 € 

6.05 7708

iCAM-Solar365 

P50WT

PRO - 

The most powerful 

version for multiple 

large CCTV cameras

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 50W. It provides more stable performance in the 

autumn and winter.

The system is designed for continuous load of 50W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 120W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

50W, during summer up to 120W

* 24V DC and 12V DC, PoE24

* Set of photovoltaic panels and wind turbine

* Power autonomy during winter for 50W: 10 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The compact power supply system is designed to provide 10-day autonomy (windless and sunless periods) for energy supply 

for CCTV cameras and accessories. The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 1500Wh in 

unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather 

conditions, it still provides 10 days of autonomy for 50W load.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 50W / 120W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE, 230V AC)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1700mm [width] x 2700mm [height] x 1995mm [depth]

Electronics weight: 65kg Batteries weight: 136kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panels x3, wind turbine, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to 

be buriend in the ground x1

It also can be useful: Pole with a structure for electronics: P50WT-PylonF, Concrete foundation P35W-Foot

D6          3 330 € 

6.06 7716 P50WT-PylonF

POLE with BASKET

Special reinforced pole for very large solar systems with mounting 

structure (basket) and space for a wind turbine

Reinforced pole with assembly structure for iCAM-Solar365 P50WT

Parameters: hot-dip galvanized steel structure

Dimensions: Fi 108mm, foundation 250x250 [mm], pole height 4100mm, pole height with construction <6000mm

Weight: ~96kg
D6          1 800 € 

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 50W – all year round with autonomy for 10 days, 120W – in summer (March—September)

VERSION FOR PERMANENT MOUNTING

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 25W – all year round with autonomy for 5 days, 60W – in summer (March—September)
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6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

6.07 7707 iCAM-Solar365 P40W

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 40W.

The system is designed for continuous load of 40W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 90W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

40W, during summer up to 90W

* 12V (option: 24V DC, PoE, 230V AC)

* Power autonomy during winter for 40W: 10 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The compact power supply system is designed to provide 10-day autonomy (windless and sunless periods) for energy supply 

for CCTV cameras and accessories. The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 1000Wh in 

unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather 

conditions, it still provides 10 days of autonomy for 40W load.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 40W / 90W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE, 230V AC)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1700mm [width] x 1700mm [height] x 1995mm [depth]

Electronics weight: 74kg Batteries weight: 136kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panels x3, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to be buriend in 

the ground x1

It also can be useful: Pole with a structure for electronics: P40W-PylonF, Concrete foundation P50WT-Foot

D6          2 327 € 

6.08 7715 P40W-PylonF

POLE with BASKET

Special reinforced pole for very large solar systems with mounting 

structure (basket)

Reinforced pole with assembly structure for iCAM-Solar365 P50WT

Parameters: hot-dip galvanized steel structure

Dimensions: Fi 108mm, foundation 250x250 [mm], pole height 4100mm, pole height with construction <6000mm

Weight: ~90kg

D6          1 660 € 

6.09 7706

iCAM-Solar365 P25W

TOP - Very popular 

product

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 25W.

The system is designed for continuous load of 25W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 60W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

25W, during summer up to 60W

* 12V (option: 24V DC, PoE)

* Power autonomy during winter for 25W: 7 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 680Wh in unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% 

of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather conditions, it still provides 7 days of autonomy 

for 25W load.

Designed to work in the latitude of Poland and other Western European countries.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 25W / 60W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth], x2 units. 

Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth], x2 units. 

Electronics weight: 54kg Batteries weight: 62kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panels x2, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to be buriend in 

the ground x1

It also can be useful: pole Pylon-6M, concrete foundation Foot-6M

D6          1 883 € 

6.10 7742 SolarMOUNT-800W

MOUNTING STRUCTURE TO THE POLE

Basket with a structure for mounting the iCAM-Solar365 P25W

It can be mounted on any reinforced structure pole. The set includes two separate adjustable racks to be mounted one above 

the other. Very easy to mount to the side of the pole / wall.

     

Parameters: double aluminum structure, load capacity adapted to iCAM-Solar365 P25W electronics, safe construction 

resistant to external weather conditions and strong gusts of wind, tilt angle of solar panels adjustable in the 10°—45° range, 

load capacity 2x 30kg, maximum panel size: horizontally 2000x1050 mm x2 units, weight: 16kg x2 units, dimensions of 

construction dismounted for the transport: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth] x2 units D6             597 € 

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 25W – all year round with autonomy for 7 days, 90W – in summer (March—September)

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 40W – all year round with autonomy for 10 days, 90W – in summer (March—September)
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6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

6.11 7705 iCAM-Solar365 P15W

ELECTRONICS WITH TURBINE

24/7 power supply system for CCTV cameras with power 

consumption up to 15W.

The system is designed for continuous load of 15W cameras in the most 

difficult autumn and winter period. In the summer, it allows 24-hour load 

up to 35W.

* Installation: on the pole, roof or ground

* Working 365 days / year

* Maximum power of the cameras and accessories: during winter up to 

15W, during summer up to 35W

* 12V (option: 24V DC, PoE)

* Power autonomy during winter for 15W: 7 days

* Allows charging iCAM-Mobile II and iCAM-Mini II and any CCTV cameras

With pole mounting it is possible to use the system on the unsupervised 

and not fenced areas.

The highly efficient iCAM-Solar365 system is able to generate up to 340Wh in unfavorable winter weather assuming only 30% 

of sunlight in 4 hours of sunshine during the day. With such extreme weather conditions, it still provides 7 days of autonomy 

for 15W load.

Designed to work in the latitude of Poland and other Western European countries.

Parameters:

Maximum power of cameras and accessories operating 24h/day during winter / summer: 15W / 35W

Voltage: 12V DC (option: 24V DC, PoE)

Warranty: the linearity of the output power: 25 years; panels: 12 years, batteries: 12 months, other: 2 years.

Range of working temperature of the entire system: -20 ÷ 55°C

Dimensions of working system without a pole: 1800mm [width] x 790mm [height] x 790mm [depth] 

Dimensions of dismounted system: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

Electronics weight: 26kg Batteries weight: 38kg

The set contains: photovoltaic panel x1, control electronics, special battery cable 7m x2, batteries adapted to be buriend in 

the ground x1

It also can be useful: pole Pylon-6M, concrete foundation Foot-6M

D6          1 617 € 

6.12 7741 SolarMOUNT-400W

MOUNTING STRUCTURE TO THE POLE

Basket with a structure for mounting the iCAM-Solar365 P15W

It can be mounted on any reinforced structure pole. The set includes two separate adjustable racks to be mounted one above 

the other. Very easy to mount to the side of the pole / wall.

     

Parameters: aluminum structure, load capacity adapted to iCAM-Solar365 P15W electronics, safe construction resistant to 

external weather conditions and strong gusts of wind, tilt angle of solar panels adjustable in the 10°—45° range, load capacity 

30kg, maximum panel size: horizontally 2000x1050 mm, units, weight: 16kg, dimensions of construction dismounted for the 

transport: 1800mm [width] x 1000mm [height] x 195mm [depth]

D6             320 € 

6.13 7717 Pylon-6M

REINFORCED POLE

Special reinforced pole for the solar systems.

Reinforced CCTV pole for iCAM-Solar365 P25W and P15W

Parameters: hot-dip galvanized steel structure

Dimensions: foundation 250x250 [mm], height 6000mm

Weight: 75kg D6             793 € 

6.14 7728 Foot-P50WT

FOUNDATION

Special prefabricated foundation for big reinforced poles with high load 

capacity.

Designed for poles: P50WT-PylonF and P40W-PylonF

Prefabricated foundation for the P30W-PylonF and P35WT-PylonF poles. Intended for foundation in medium quality soil.

Weight: up to 240kg

C             497 € 

6.15 7729 Foot-6M

FOUNDATION

Special prefabricated foundation for big reinforced poles.

Designed for Pylon-6M poles

Prefabricated foundation for the poles. Intended for foundation in medium quality soil.

Weight: up to 90kg

C             293 € 

PREFABRICATED FOUNDATIONS

REINFORCED POLES

For cameras with a 24-hour power consumption: 15W – all year round with autonomy for 7 days, 35W – in summer (March—September)
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6. Price list of all-year solar power systems for CCTV cameras

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

CCTV ACCESSORIES AND METHODS OF SELECTION

Dedicated radio links and LTE modems with very low power consumption - dedicated to solar systems and alternative power supply.

* CDS-6IP eco Solar+ - 5GHz radio bridge unit for IP cameras - only 3.5W power consumption

* iCAM-LTE Solar+ - 4G/LTE transmitter for transmission of images from IP cameras via the Internet - power consumption during operation is only 4W

* iCAM-MobileHD II X25 Solar+ - mobile camera with the possibility of charging from many energy sources - e.g. from a lighthouse, solar panel, 230V, 24V DC.

* iCAM-MiniHD II X4 Solar+ - mobile camera that can be charged from many energy sources - e.g. from solar panels, from 230V, from 24V DC

ATTENTION: That kind of systems are 100% dependent on weather conditions, sunlight and winds in a given area. The estimated power reserve has been added in the calculations to ensure continuity of operation, but weather conditions may vary significantly depending on 

location and environment.

Basic criteria for location selection:

* unshaded place throughout the whole period of work and at any time of the year,

* check whether from the south side there are obstacles hindering the operation of the power plant, i.e. buildings, trees and other high elements obstructing the flow of wind or causing shading,

* open space ensuring good ventilation of panels,

* vehicle access possible, e.g. with HDS,

* check that there are no underground installations colliding with the foundation at the installation site



High discounts at European level
Free delivery of main demonstration
products
3-year full warranty on the main CAMSAT
products
Redirecting customers from a given
distribution region
Participation in projects – "Camsat
immediately – you will pay after sale"

Distributor's logo in instructional videos and
product advertising films
Ready content and photos in high resolution
for catalogs and websites
Editable, marketing sources - providing
Distributors with ready-made marketing
materials for their own editing in editable
formats, e.g. Photoshop .psd, CorelDraw .crd
Sony Vegas

BECOME A DISTRIBUTOR OF
INNOVATIVE CCTV SOLUTIONS

CAMSAT 2021 price list

Our clients: "If wireless, then only
CAMSAT"

www.camsat-cctv.com
camsat@camsat.com

Sales department ext. 21, 22 and 35
tel. +48 52 387 3658 tel. +48 52 387 5406 
tel. +48 52 387 1097 tel. 798 585 208 tel. 518 977 572


